Overweight and feeling miserable?
Weight Hypnotherapy can help you
stop overeating...
To loose weight easily, and in a healthy sustainable way , loose weight hypnotherapy
can influence your subconscious mind and easily persuade it to make some
permanent changes to your eating and lifestyle habits, which will have the knock on
effect of a permanent change to being overweight, your health and wellbeing.. it can
stop overeating and cravings..
Using weight hypnotherapy, I have found my overweight clients respond best if I
follow this tried and tested protocol…

Stop overeating with weight hypnotherapy…
protocol.…
REALISTIC GOAL…
The very first thing I establish with a patient is a clear and realistic goal as to how
much overweight they believe they and, and how much they wish to lose. Most people
find it useful to have a 12 week plan, as a 6 month plan can be a daunting time
frame. You can repeat this 12 week session if you are very overweight and need to
lose a lot of weight. A realistic amount of weight loss might be up to 24 pounds in a
12 week period, depending on your existing weight. It seems a lot less daunting when
you think that this works out at 8 pounds of weight loss per month, around 2 pound
per week. Weight hypnotherapy can help stop overeating.

Weight hypnotherapy can help stop overeating…
CHANGING EATING HABITS…
I then discuss eating habits.

Some overweight people eat to fill an emotional hunger,

and can not stop overeating. If so, that needs to be addressed within the weight
hypnotherapy session.
Our bodies are incredibly efficient, and can generate a lot of work for only a relatively
small amount of calories burnt. Of course increasing exercise helps increase
muscle…your main fat burner.

Most people know their bad habits when they are

honest with themselves and actually think about their eating habits in some detail.
Think for a moment about some of your eating habits which would benefit from
change. Weight hypnosis can help you easily change your eating habits and help you
stop overeating too.
STOP OVEREATING WITH WEIGHT HYPNOTHERAPY…
One of the most common and destructive habits I regularly find is that people give
themselves portions of food that are too large, and then feel they have to finish
everything on their plate. People eat in front of the TV, and are absorbed in the
program.

They eat unconsciously. This causes them to overeat, and ignore their

body's signals telling them that they have eaten enough. This creates overweight If
you do this, you are effectively training your brain to set its satisfied threshold much
higher than it should be, meaning you need to eat more in order to feel satisfied.
Weight hypnotherapy can help you stop overeating.
Stop overeating with Weight Hypnotherapy…
How does weight hypnotherapy work?
Whilst in a very relaxed state…a hypnotic trance, your conscious mind…the one that is
aware and gives you a continuous running commentary on everything, goes quiet.

I

talk to the your subconscious mind, the part where all their habits and desires are
formed. I talk to you about your emotional problem, your needs, and gently persuade
your subconscious mind to get into the habit of leaving some food on the plate at
every meal, even if it is sometimes only a small amount. I ask it to stop overeating.
I then ask the subconscious mind to really listen to the body telling you when it has
eaten enough, and to eat a little slower in order to help this process. This helps the
mind reset back to its default position of how much food it needs before feeling
satisfied. I also program in some very beneficial new habits to assist your weight loss
plan.

Weight hypnotherapy really does help stop overeating.

Weight hypnotherapy helps you stop overeating…
Conscious eating…
It is surprising how much difference this can make. By becoming aware of what the
body is telling you, instead of being dictated to by the amount of food on the plate,
your overweight can start to move down towards its natural level. The simple act of
eating consciously and leaving something on your plate at every meal sends a
powerful message to yourself that you are in control of how much you eat, and you
can stop overeating.

Done for every meal, every day for 12 weeks will make a huge

difference. It can sometimes be difficult to remember to do this, and to stay
motivated, but weight hypnotherapy can help you stop overeating and greatly help

with this. Loose weight hypnotherapy helps stop overeating.

This is the method used

SO successfully by the great hypnotherapist Paul McKenna on his TV show.
Think about it, you don't want a plate of food to dictate terms to you, do you? If this
sounds like you, and you want to stop overeating, make a stance and dictate to the
plate of food how much of it you wish to eat. Feel the passion, feel the power - you
own that plate of food, not the other way round! Make that stance now! Stop
overeating with loose weight hypnotherapy!
Using weight hypnotherapy, I may also persuade a patients' subconscious mind to
modify a few more habits, such as eating more fresh fruits and vegetables, as these
actually fill you up, are low in calories, and speed up weight loss. Also to eat less high
fat convenience meals, and high fat mayonnaise etc. Loose weight hypnotherapy
helps you stop overeating.
Loose weight hypnotherapy cannot take the weight off you, but it CAN help you to
modify your behavior, stop overeating, and make permanent changes in order to
facilitate permanent weight loss. If you are over weight you must accept that you
need to make changes in order to lose weight. Loose weight hypnotherapy can help
you to make these changes and meet your weight loss goals much more easily.

Stop overeating…Loose weight hypnotherapy…
Think about all the wonderful benefits that you will enjoy when you're a slimmer,
more attractive, and healthier you. Think about them for a moment now. What are
the benefits of being slimmer? How will your life be enhanced? Learn to love and
respect yourself. Act now. You know you're worth it! Stop overeating and make
weight problems a thing of the past with loose weight hypnotherapy!
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needs, and gently persuade your subconscious mind to stop overeating.

I then ask

the subconscious mind to really listen to the body telling you when it has eaten
enough, and to eat a little slower in order to help this process. This helps the mind
reset back to its default position of how much food it needs before feeling satisfied.

